Beautiful Dreams Quilt Project
with AccuQuilt
You will feel like you are in a dream when you see this
GORGEOUS quilt that Sandy has made from the new
Diaphanous line from In The Beginning Fabrics!

Finished Quilt Size: 62” x 76”
Finished Quilt Block: 8” x 8”
Supplies for Quilt:

















Your Sewing machine or
rent ours: $5.00
Your AccuQuilt Cutter
machine, or rent ours
8” Circle Die for all
machines or Big Circles Die
2 ½” Strip Cutter Die
Mats to match both dies
EZ Steam for fusing Circles
Rotary Cutter and Quilting
Ruler 6x24
Square ruler up to 8 1/2” at
least
Sewing thread for top &
bobbin
Universal or Microtex
needle
Embroidery thread
(variegated is very nice) to
stitch around circle
appliques
Embroidery needle sz90
Prewound Bobbin
¼” quilting foot O or HP
Needle Plate and New Flex
Foot!
Open Toe Foot F2 or
Applique Foot

You will use your AQ machine to cut out the shapes for
your block and then we'll cut and applique your Circle
to make the finished block during the class with any 4
FQ, or you can choose to make a beautiful tablerunner
or the whole quilt! Come and see this quilt on display
and you will fall in LOVE! Be sure to call to get signed
up very soon for this fun project! Class fee is just $10
and you will get a $5 gift certificate to spend if you
bought your machine here!

Sandy will teach you how to convert this regular
pattern that uses traditional rulers and quilt
piecing to a pattern that can use the AccuQuilt
dies so cutting and piecing will be more accurate
and always more fun!
Class will be Thur, Feb 28 at 10:30 – 2:00
If you choose a simple mug rug, you only need 4
FQ or you can choose the quilt with fabrics listed
in the Mystic Dreams Quilt booklet on page 29.
The book is only $15.90 and comes with 7 quilt
layouts to match this beautiful Diaphanous fabric
line!
All items are availablej here with 10% Class
discount!

